
FAIR TRADE FEDERATION MESSAGING
Your FTF membership is unique and valuable. It communicates to customers that your 
business is a leader in the fair trade movement. FTF members strive to act as good global 
citizens through all of their work. FTF verification and membership expresses this deep 
commitment. The language below is a toolkit that offers examples of how FTF 
membership can be incorporated into a variety of communications to highlight your 
business’s dedication.

written
description

elevator and 
short pitches

 speaking with 
customers

                As a baseline, fair trade is about 
          ensuring good wages and safe conditions 
       for the artisans / farmers who are making /  
  growing a product. We go beyond that and 
      practice responsibility in all of our work. It’s about 
building deeper, longer-term partnerships that empower 
producers to grow their businesses and strengthen their 
communities.    
 
We are FTF verified, which means our entire business is 
socially and environmentally responsible in everything we 
do. For small-scale farmers / artisans, it means they get a 
long-term buying partner they can trust. For consumers, it 
means you get the highest quality, most authentic products, 
grown / made the traditional way.

We belong to the Fair Trade Federation, which is the 
deepest commitment you can make in the fair trade 
movement. FTF membership means our whole business 
goes through a screening and verification process. We build 
long-term partnerships that ensure good wages and safe 
conditions for artisans / farmers on the ground, and we 
strive to be responsible and create positive change through 
all of our work. 

key words
and phrases

small-scale farmers and artisans

social and environmental responsibility

fair wages and safe working conditions

long-term partnerships

deepest commitment

responsible through all of our work

FTF verified

verified fair trade

grow artisan / farmer businesses

made / grown the traditional way

FTF member / membership

strengthen communities

As members of the Fair Trade Federation, we 
make the deepest commitment to fair trade. 
We undergo rigorous screening and strive to 
create positive change through all of our work: 
socially, economically, and environmentally. We 
work with small farmers and artisans in holistic, 
long-term partnerships. These relationships go 
beyond ensuring fair wages and safe working 
conditions — they support producers in 
strengthening their communities and grow their 
businesses sustainably.

Note: This description is meant to provide you with
         text that can be easily copied onto websites 
                 and other marketing materials. It strongly 
                      communicates the deep commitment 
                           and holistic approach of our whole 
                              FTF community. This is your
                                 language, so you can edit or 
                                  adjust, if necessary, to fit your       
                                   individual business needs. 

Our FTF membership means we go 
beyond the fair trade basics. It’s a holistic
approach that’s about building long-term 
partnerships with artisans / farmers and working 
to create positive change through all of our work. 

FTF membership means not only fair wages but also long
-term, holistic partnerships that support small-scale 
farmers / artisans in growing their businesses. 

As an FTF member, we go through a rigorous screening 
that looks at our entire business. We’re committed to being 
fair and responsible in everything we do — socially, 
economically, and environmentally. 
 
We are FTF verified, which means we take a more holistic 
approach than only looking at wages and work conditions. 
We partner with artisans / farmers and make a long-term 
commitment to help grow businesses and strengthen 
communities. 

We’re a proud member of the Fair Trade Federation. We 
build long-term partnerships with producers and act 
responsibly in all of our work: socially, economically, and 
environmentally. 

social media accounts
@ftfederation  

hashtags
#ftfverified  #shopfair  #livefair  #fairtrade


